Something
something
feeling of a
something...

...something blaack
something baad
something
something
creeping like a
something
something blaack...

thump
...something...
WHO's there ?
WHO IS THERE...

or What ?

uhmm...
uhmm...

I... I...
I do not know !
I know that I feel
...confused ?

ooh, you must 've
just arrived then,
ooh I remember how
bad that felt, yes !
it will pass and you
will be left with,
well, nothing to
worry about or be
confused about for
that matter.

arrived where and
arrived how ?
unggh... it's
getting worse,
this sense of...

... being lost ?
being something and then
something else ? it's
perfectly normal as you
will be told soon when you
decide to move along with
the rest of the new arrivals
and visit the central room.
not very fancy name but
quite appropriate i have to
admit. then it's up to you
and how much you remember
of your, ehm, experience.
some lucky ones can keep
count of ...

uungh
uungh

oh my, I forgot
about the next
stage, tingling
hard, right ?
anyway going back
to those lucky ones
it seems they are
out more than the
rest of us...

you can talk... you
whoever you are,
maybe less talking
and more silence for
the one in pain here ?

oooh, excuse me if i am
trying to be cordial and nice
to something i do not even
know that well. as a matter
of fact i should keep doing
what i was doing and ignore
the fact i stumbled across a
fresh one. really you are
rude. and let me tell you
something els...

you are doing it
again... and the
more you talk the
less i like you
and the more i
don't understand
what is
happening to me,
so ...

!

you said I
have just
arrived...
from where ?
and arrived
to what ?

...

are you still here ?
hey!
... hey are you still
here ? what is your
...

...
...name ?

name ? ah !
my name
wouldn't
make any
sense to
you right
now.

you have just
crossed the
line between
annoying and
useless... leave
me alone then.
please.

useless... that is
ironic.
seems you haven't
learnt much in
your last
experience.
you will spend a
lot of time here.
AH!

where exactly is
here ? i cannot
see anything,
seems all so...
pitch black in...
here.

that is
because here
there is
nothing to
see.

ok, it seems we
started off on
the wrong foot...
let's start all
over, would ya ?
please...
that's more likely
fresh one. my name
is x2y2z13. some
call me deficit
but i don't like it
that much.

deficit.
may I ask why
you don't like
it that much ?
seems a cool
nick name for
a... whatever
you are...

aaw, I am starting
to like you
freshling, not
only you stopped
being plain rude,
you are more
concerned about
my name than what
happened to you.
very endearing, i
think i have just
found myself a new
friend and...

you are crossing
that fine line again
deficit, not to be
rude but you can
really talk for the
masses.

and this feeling is not
going away, seems like i
have been falling from the
moment we stumbled in
each other. but hey, where
are my manners, I am... I...
am... oh. I really don't
know. so you can call me
noone if you like.

worry not, they
will assign you
a name as soon
as you complete
the induction
program...

noone

but
is
acceptable. and to
answer your question i
don't like deficit
because it reminds me
of the fact i will spend
a very long time here
unless a miracle
happens.

deficit... where...
is...

HERE

?!

here is here and everywhere.
if you are asking for a
specific location, you are
asking for serious
trouble. none of us knows
and the information is
not disclosed during the
induction program... that
is actually the only
interaction we all had with

the dark.

and apart from the
obvious what is that
you call the dark ?
and you said "US"...
there are more out
there, or... right here
?

so many questions,
so many that will
remain unanswered
my new friend. if
you start behaving
like this you will
finish on the
perpetuum train and
ta-ta noone.

perpetuum train ?
the more you talk
the more holes
you open in my
already feeble
state!

ah well, i decided to
like you in the first
place so i think you
deserve a little more
information on your
present status... don't
tell me then that the
induction was
boring, i warn ya!

actually... even
better, instead of
tormenting you with
information that
will come to you
anyway, i have a
question for

you!

this is gonna be
interesting...

ooh, wait my
friend...
what is the last
thing you
remember ?

... ?

hehehe
hehehe

mumble
mumble

mumble
mumble
... nothing. i
remember
nothing. how is
that possible ?

dig deep
freshling,
dig deep. what
is that
feeling that
has come here
with you, that
"falling" as
you call it...

... you are
right.i remember
something, i
remember...

dYing!

exactly!
for a fresh one you
are quite quick
noone. you can only
remember that
because you are in
fact

dead

friend!

NO!

my

ah no don't take it like that, it
could be good news if you
don't have to wait too long
for your next experience. it
will depend on the name that
will be assigned to you once
your induction is completed.
Ah! I just realized i have been
mentioning the induction many
times and i have not brought
you to it nor you have asked a
single question about it.

aah! no worries, i will
lead you to your
destination and meet
you after in the central
room.as a matter of
fact it is just down in
that direction straight
behind you. you might
actually capture a
glimpse of it from here
if you have adapted your
vision sense to the
blank surroundings...

oh!
and so i turned around and
had a very clear "glimpse"
of it. and so it
started an odissey i never
put my name down for.

at first all
was blurry.

but it didn't
take long.

the central room.

unaware of your senses you
spawn and grow to live a
life you did not ask for. an
experience you did not sign
for.

thu-thump
thu-thump
thu-thump

thu-thump
thu-thump
thu-thump

thu-thump
thu-thump

thu-thump
thu-thump

thu-thump
thu-thump

thu-thump
thu-thump

aweeeeeeeeeeee
aweeeeeeeeeeee
it is then you demand a
sort of explanation, is
it life really just mere
exploitation ?

thu-thump
thu-thump

thu-thump

thu-thump
stuck in a standardized
loop of events, living a lie
so fat it covers the sun
and makes us blind and
oblivious. a loop of tiny..

...insignificant moments, all
in the same tunnel, all
pushing and going forth as
fast as possible towards
the tragic, the comic and...

thu-thump

thu-thump
aweeeeeeeeeee
aweeeeeeeeeee

thu-thump

thu-thump

...the inevitable. Death. part of a
larger scheme, the end of
everything, beginning of
nothing. silent yet your soul
screams at her sight.

thup

the end of everything.
the beginning of nothing.

noone
noone??

noone
noone !?
!?
unngh... another
bad moment. will
they eventually go
away ? the falling
sensation has
barely stopped
since my arrival.

how long have
you been
waiting for
your mirage to
appear ?

I know my friend.
induction will do
great to your
present status, it
will help ease into
your new
situation. and
there is the mirage
of a new experience
to crave and wait
for... that i found
is the best way to
cope with it all.

i honestly do not
know. i do not have
the faculty to count
my experiences... I
have no flashbacks,
you know ?

?

flashbacks...
reminiscence of
what exactly...
your
experiences
noone. some of
us have the
power to record
and keep track
of them.

it is indeed a delicate matter
discussing such things. I
would prefer if you moved
along, get your induction
program started and make up
your own idea of what this is.
the dark i am sure still has
many secrets concealed, we are
just waiting to find them all
and put the pieces together. a
giant, intricate jigsaw if you
wish...

...but you know that
already. that is another
benefit of induction,
everything will come back
to you. the experiences
tend to flatten the line
of thoughts where you
know what this is all
about or at least what
all this is leading to...
and speaking of which,
here we are...

the cradle. designed to
induct the fresh ones and
lead them on their way.

identified: essence x2y2z13
Essence has completed this program.
identified: essence x4y8. . . . . .
computing z factor for new essence . . . . . .
z10
induction program started . . . . . .

making
progress
already noone.
or in fact
x4y8z10... that
is a good
start, trust me.

hmmm
hmmm

your new experience awaits you x4y8z10.
your tri-dimensional factorization suggests that your time will come soon.
your name will be pinged and at that point you will direct to the central room.
may your next experience bring you to higher factors.
end of the induction program.
. . . . . .
. . . . . .

back to
square
one.

well yes, you got
that right. I have
the feeling you
were planning to
have a laugh at
my expenses...
well, was it
worth it ?

ah! priceless!
i always like
this moment.
makes you feel
quite useless
doesn't it ?

hihihihi
hihihihi

makes one
feel better
about the
situation,
you know...

so now all i have
left is to wait to
be pinged ? what is
happening to me,
please deficit get
me out of this
misery... maybe it
is just an illusion
or a bad dream...

far from that my
friend! for a z10
you are not very
bright or maybe
you are still in
shock. sometimes
i hear it helps to
wait longer
before you go to
induction...
! you insisted on
bringing me here
almost as soon
as you found me...
let me guess, you
have been planning
all this for a
long time...

well, ok, yes yes.
beat up a poor
essence that has
been stuck here for
so long it doesn't
make any sense to
keep count no more...

but you said you
do not possess
that skill... i am
starting to like
you less and less
deficit...

ykes!
ykes!

ehm, i guess my fun ends here.
you see there is not much else
to do here than creating these
innocent pass times. in my
defense and as you will find
out soon by yourself, it is not
easy to find interaction in the
dark. all of us are pretty busy
trying figuring out things and
by nature all these thoughts
do not come to the same
conclusions... i guess the
loop continues in here too.

loop
loop??
yes, some call it the
circle of life, some
the infinite loop,
some the big
illusion... again for
a z10 you have really
no imagination.

so let me try to
connect some of
the dots... i am
dead and in a
place where i am
waiting to go
somewhere else ?

ooh! at last
you are
starting to
scratch the
surface of
this whole
business...

what do you mean
with scratching
the surface ? I
think it is as big
as it gets to cope
with the fact that
i am no more and
i am going
somewhere else
and i am
conscious of it...
apparently...

yes my friend that
is barely opening
the box, now you
have to learn how
to look inside and
how to handle what
else will come out.
we have all been
there...

we... you mentioned
others but all i can
hear is you and
your useless and
countless amount
of non-informative
facts... where is
everybody else ?

we're all in the same
place, we all share the
same destiny, all
coming from the same
place, all going back to
it in an apparently
infinite loop. if you
concentrate you can
hear them...

heeee

and as it happened with my vision,
i had to focus to hear them all.
all sharing the same destiny,
coming from a place and back
again.

nooooooooooo
nooooooooooo

help me please he

aaah

aaaaaiiiiiigghhh
aaaaaiiiiiigghhh
yeeeeaaarghh
yeeeeaaarghh

aaaaarghh

sigh

the falling sensation has
not stopped since i arrived.
i keep going down, deeper
into these visions and
fragments. past or future ?

ayeeeeeeee
ayeeeeeeee

cling
cling
clang
clang

truump
truump
truump
truump
truump
truump
truump
truump
zing
zing
buddabuddabudda
buddabuddabudda

aaaaaaaaaarghhhh
aaaaaaaaaarghhhh

different times, different
people but always at war.
i can almost feel the pain
of the wounds, the deadly
sound of battle. but when ?

in this place they call the
dark, time is of no use. I do
not know... we... do not
know when our next and
long awaited experience...

...will take place in time.
but deficit mentioned there are
some of us who can keep count of
their "travels". and also some
have visions...

...but we know something
for sure. we will come back
here after our experience
and we will wait for
another. and deficit said...

...i am not that bright...tsk
tsk. i will get to the
bottom of all this, in time.

my only friend, deficit.

?

yes you heard me. I
need you to
introduce me to an
essence that has
kept count... how
difficult can that
be, you said a few
times these souls
exist... i need to
quantify what and
when this is...

well, i know of
some that can tell
you how many times
they came back, but
that does not mean
i know them... they
might be just
rumors or the
creation of one as
bored as i am.

mmm... i think i am
pretty sure they are
more than rumors.
the cradle has to
have a method to
keep track of who is
coming and who is
going, actually we
know that for a
fact, don't we ?

i am still quite
not following
your trail of
thoughts but i
have the feeling
you are onto
something...
would it help if i
told you about

events

?

are they related
to flashbacks ?

not directly i
guess. events are
happening all the
time, as a matter of
fact they are
happening around
us as we
communicate.

i gathered that an
event is tied in with
an essence sent to
the next experience.
maybe if we access
the cradle again we
might find out more
about it ?

ah! the cradle... by
definition we should
indeed start there
shouldn't we ? but
how come you keep
saying you have been
here a long stretch
and you never
thought of querying
the cradle more
until now ?

i did what i
could. i
observed and
then i came up
with my
conclusions...

...anyone of us comes
up with a different
explanation and as i
said before you need
to build your own
opinion or otherwise
you will go crazy like
those screaming and
shouting around the
place...

...if you do not
keep your hopes
up in this place,
you will soon
join them and i
would lose the
only friend i
have really...

how come you
have been here
so long and
you don't have
any friends ?

i do not know exactly
how that is possible.
you need to consider
that most are loners.
this place really puts
you down at times and
i guess being on your
own helps...

the cradle. where all
starts and all ends.

here we are...i never
made much of that
long series of
digits, but as i said
they refer to events
and i heard events
are linked to people
leaving this place...

identified: essence x2y2z13
Essence has completed this program.
identified: essence x4y8z10
Essence has completed this program.
computing events. . . . . .
798549698732 14 6811324587

if you are asking me
to guess, i'd say the
number is the count
we were looking
for... seems quite
large as i was
suspecting.

accessing information. . . . . .
next event x7y4z9departure
next event x6y5z7 departure
next event x2y4z11 departure
next event x4y6z7 departure
next event x6y3z11 departure
. . . . . .
. . . . . .

interesting. i am
ready to bet these
are events that have
happened... actually
they could be old
entries or future
planned departures.
if only there was a
way to determine
when all this is...

that is peculiar! i
always thought the
cradle was the same
for every essence.
infact your
induction program
said exactly what i
was told long ago,
but yet here i still
am...

you mean you have
never seen this
endless list of
events and
tri-dimensional
information ?

exactly, i long
waited in front of
the cradle for more
clues or answers
and i never got
passed the fact
that my program
was already
completed.

that is huge my friend.
it means we can
interact differently
with the cradle. we just
need to find out how
do we differ and in
what and we might get
closer to some sort
of explanation...

...and something else
occurred to me: if we could
measure the lapse between an
event and the other, we would
be able to approximate the
long string of digits to a
certain point in time and we
might find out when this is...
massive progress deficit.
thank you !

not that i did
anything but surely
you are most
welcome my friend.
if only you could
repeat all that a
bit more slowly for
me ?

well, not much of
a thought, seemed
pretty
straightforward
thinking to me-e...

identified: essence x5y7z11
Essence has completed this program.
computing events. . . . . .
798549698732 14 6811324831
accessing information. . . . . .
next event x6y6z9departure

gulp
gulp
on the contrary,
that was very sharp
and quick thinking,
if i may. and may i
also add it is
possible to
calculate the
number you seek...

ykes
ykes
who are you,
you sturtled
us! ...

. . . . .
next
next
next
next
next
. . . . .

.
event
event
event
event
event
.

x5y6z9departure
x8y6z5 departure
x2y4z10 departure
x4y5z7 departure
x1y5z11 departure

ping
ping
some call me
veritas... but that
is not so
important right
now, i think we
have a bigger
problem here...

. . . . .
next
next
next
next
next
. . . . .

.
event
event
event
event
event
.

x2y4z9departure
x3y7z5 departure
x2y7z10 departure
x1y5z8 departure
x2y2z13 termination

gulp
gulp
...and i'd be
willing to
help in
exchange
of a little
favor...

Midway upon the journey of our life
I found myself within a forest dark,
For the straightforward pathway had been
lost. (dante alighieri, inferno, canto I)

i am so close i can almost
taste it. the falling
sensation is always there
but i am not confused
anymore.

we live.
we die.
we come back.

the rest is in the details.

Termination ??

that is ironic,
all this for
nothing then,
well, thank you

very much

the rules
are rules
and they are
there for a
reason...

what rules are
you referring to ?

the rules that
govern the dark,
of course.
termination is
necessary to
keep the
standards high...

!

i must have come to
the wrong
conclusions then,
i would have
thought the dark
was a place of
coming and return,
not a dead end...

i need to agree
with my friend.
i was convinced
i had a purpose
after all and
then this ?

the guilt is on you, there
is always scope for
improvement in the dark
but you probably decided
to make up your own mind
and not to listen to the
true word...

i did what i could
with the means i
had. i was
concerned about
falling into the
general hysteria
so i survived with
my own hopes...

and in doing so you
created your own
doom. termination
is final, but ! there
is a way out if you
want to, of course...

deficit, i think you
better listen and do
what veritas is
suggesting. speaking
of which how can we
revert the termination,
you said it's... final ?

x2y2z13 needs to
improve its
tri-dimensional
factorization by
one and to do so it
needs to free its
toughts...

and buy into some
belief that in the end
can prove completely
wrong ? how do we even
know that termination
is final ? it could be
another stage, another
place...

you will be completely
removed from any
possibility to go back and
from this place. you are
also right, it might be
another place but, trust me,
there will be no return from
there.

you said he needs to
improve his
factorization, does
that mean the names
assigned to us
contain a sort of
code or blueprint of
sorts ?
...ye, what
he said !

you are correct again
freshling. we know that the y
and z, combined in some
sort of mathematical way,
constitute a factor that
impacts on your return or
might lead to termination.
think of the dark as a giant
and complex filter...

we are all assigned a
special formula to
distinguish one from the
other. in that formula you
could read your future and
the future of this place and
hence of mankind.
unfortunately we do not
know the significance of x...

the x factor, how
appropriate...

i pretend i
understood
what you just
said and relax
thinking of my...
termination...

do you know the
meaning of y and z ?

unfortunately we have
never managed to assign
a specific meaning to
those factors, but we
can safely assume their
computation reflects on
our intelligence...

your friend here has
never progressed in
several event cycles and
the dark does not deem
its essence worthy of a
return or to mingle with
better candidates, hence
termination.
well i guess
they named me
deficit for a
reason...

this is all very
fascinating, even, if i
admit, also quite
shocking, but enough of
it and let's cut to the
chase, deficit... what
can we do to help ?

it's up to
deficit, not us.
we can merely
show the way...

i... i... don't
wanna leave now
that i have found
not one but two
friends... where
do i have to go...

it's more what do you have to
learn... the cradle computes
new increments of
factorization, the increase
can be caused by experiences
and by knowledge acquired
in the dark. you will need to
acquire such knowledge...

oh!
oh!

but first you both need to
agree to pay me back with a
little favor... i need to find
someone either here or in the
place of return... x7y9z11 or
as we call it...

DEMIROS

well, that does not
sound much in
exchange to save an
essence... how do
we know how and
where to find
demiros...

...and once we
find demiros
what do we have
to do ? it's not
a perpetuum
train traveller,
is it ?

no...just say
that "the
accolade
awaits
eternally".

ok, that is easy only if
we find demiros in this
place but on the other
side ? are the two
worlds connected,
meaning will i
remember all this on
the other side ?

not sure. we
will have to
wait and hope
one of you has
a certain
affinity...

very well, i
promise i will
honor this side
of the deal....
deficit ?

not that i have a
clear choice uh ?
i also will honor
my word but i am
reluctant to
believe in most of
what you have
said veritas... the
parts i
understood, of
course.

...yes and look
what that has
brought you to...
if you do not
trust what was
said, trust me...

well, ok, yes.
and can we
speed up, i am
starting to
feel weird...

very well, the
process has started
then and i will now
keep faith to my part
of the deal.
follow me, deficit.

and what
about me?

i need you to go
to the central
room and wait
there for my
instructions...

well, i guess this could be
farewell my friend. unless
I see you after my
termination has been
reverted. if not it's so
long deficit and all that
has been in this place.
but we still have hope,
don't we veritas ?
Veritas ?

wait for me !...

veritas, accolade, demiros,
termination, perpetuum
train, factors... i admit i
was overwhelmed by all
this inexplicable, yet...

...the pieces were coming
together and for some
reason i felt the complete
picture would just lead me
to the inevitable...

ping
ping

it didn't take long for the
cunning plot to be
revealed to me... somehow
veritas knew i was up for
departure and he tricked...

...me and poor deficit into
this termination reversal
red tape, to place me here in
the central room where i
would be pinged ...

i needed to find them and i
needed to do it fast. first
i had to remove myself from
the central room...
but it was too late.

wooooooosshh
wooooooosshh
wooooooosshh

the dark.
the beginning of nothing.
the end of everything.
where you go to.
where you return from.

woooooooooshhhhhh
woooooooooshhhhhh

aweeeeeeee
aweeeeeee

abbey of novacella.
italy.
a.d. 1157

brother
demiros, a
word if you
don't mind.
please ...

of course
father
superior.

the time has
come my
friend. all
the good
work and now,
today.

this is
indeed a
blessed day
father.
many years
have gone
since we
started all
of it, now it's
time.

indeed. are
the last
pages ready
?
they are
complete and
already in the
book.

upon your return
you shall find it
where we agreed.
invisible for
centuries or more.
at least that is the
hope.

IF

I return...
father your
confidence has
always
inspired me,
always has
driven me
forth, to and
above human
limits.

but
ultimately
you found the
way and that
has little to
do with me.

may we find
each other here
or ever else to
remember this
day and how we
changed the
course of
nature ways.

how you
changed it
brother
demiros.
farewell.

goodbye.

the dark.
somewhere else in time.

cough
cough
cough
cough
i was back. and somehow i
knew i was here before and
i left a friend behind. but
what happened while i was
away ? who or what was I ?

maybe that is the affinity
veritas referred to. the
ability to connect both
worlds into one. well so
far it seems I can't remember

uuunghhh
uuunghhh
this is worse than the last
time, i remembered that
much. feeling of falling
from unnatural heights
and not touching ground.

deficit.

meanwhile not too far
away...

it seems our new
friend has
returned. do we
have any reports
on his activities...

we know for sure
that contact was
made although
x4y8z10 might not
be aware of it, yet.
we have a plan after
all, we just need to
play it.

very well. and does
this plan involve
that annoying
being ? the reject
ready for
termination...

indeed. we used him
before to very good
effect, it will come
in handy again once
we find x4y8z10...
to obtain the
information we need.

wonderul,
proceed as
pla...

...by the way, i am right
here and I did not
appreciate the reject
comment. but hey that is
the least i should be
complaining about
shouldn't I ? how about
the deceiving, and the lies
and I would mention
again the deceiving...uh?

hmmm... if
you need me
you know
how to
contact me...

certainly. i am
confident we
will be
successful and
soon free.

by the by what have you
cunning planners been
talking about all
this time. why are you
so interested in
noone and in me ? I am
a useless reject after
all, what good can
come out of me...

all in good
time my little
friend, all in
good time.

the central room.

where all begins and all
ends in an infinite loop
of coming backs and
returns, driven by a
factor and a series of...

events.

identified: essence x4y8z10
Essence has completed this program.
computing events. . . . . .
798552 71 1921 3 548972
accessing information. . . . . .
next event x7y4z9 departure
. . . . . .

it's a long shot but i
thought it was worth a
try. maybe deficit was sent
back at some point or
maybe he was terminated...

the number of computed
events is significantly
different from the last
record i remember, so maybe
here goes nothing...

next
next
next
next

event
event
event
event

x2y4z9 de
x3y7z5 dep
x2y7z10 dep
x1y5z8 de

next ev
depart

all these essences... all these
numbers... like cattle we are sent
back to a random place at a
random time... maybe it is not
random at all, maybe there is a
core logic that is escaping me...

next even
departure

random would make no sense in a
place where you're a combination
of numbers and factors, where
your future is computed before
your eyes... still i could see no
deficit in the infinite list.

but sometimes all you
need is just... random..

i couldn't
help noticing
you are
looking very
intentely.

is it
somebody
else you
seek? or just
yourself ?

actually i am looking
for a specific
combination, x2y2z13,
you may also know it
as deficit...

i'm afraid
that does not
ring any
bell, but i do
remember the
factors ...

it was
unusual,
maybe a
glitch, the
essence you
seek was...

up for
termination
but soon
after the
cradle
recalled it.

recalled ?
yes, put in
simple terms
the
termination
was revoked...

excellent so
deficit might still
be

here...

caves of novacella.
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i have to
reach the
book before
demiros.

certainly that
selfish bastard
does not even
remotely imagine
that I will be the
first to reach the
unknown ...

...and
come
back.

there! the eye
in the sky. if I
was younger
it could have
been easier.

and now
descending
to the cradle
will be even
harder.

tho once
there, the
rewards will
be far better
than I can
even imagine.

such a young
pupil
demiros, but
such a great
discovery...
...a link to
another
world and
another life.

all
mine.

at first i
found it
difficult to
calibrate my
mental
affinity to...

...the portal
but it was
himself who
helped me to
open my mind.

and now all i
need is to read
the parts of the
book he wrote
without me and
then i will...

...be able to
cheat death
herself.
forever.
uh, here I am.

the cradle.
where all ends
and everything
else begins. and
I will be
immortal...

no!

it's impossible
he was to come
here later to
retrieve the tome.
damn' you
demiros.

noooooo

not much luck in the search for
deficit. i am sure now he is still in
the dark but i went up and down,
left and right and still no sign.
veritas must be hiding in some area
i did not know or...

... just did not have access to.
but it's then that what you are
looking for sometimes just finds
you first...

welcome back
noone. we were
expecting you.

veritas!
what did you
do with
deficit you
deceiving
scum.

ooh, who is
concerned
about his
little friend,
uh ? x2y2z13 is
just fine...

but not for long
if you don't have
the information
we seek.

?

i am not sure
I quite
follow your
ramblings
you cunning
bastard.

what
information
are you talking
about ?

i am starting to
dislike you more
and more noone and
the less i like you
the more deficit
gets closer to his
end.

we had an agreement and
we actually kept the word
to save your friend from
termination, it's time
you do the same. what did
demiros tell you about
the book ?

who is demiros and
what book ? I just
know i met deficit,
you and another
essence at the
cradle, was he the
demiros you seek ?

tsk
tsk tsk
tsk

how disappointing.
well if this is the
way you want to play
the game so be it.
we'll see that deficit
gets it then...

you keep saying "we"
and all i can hear is
you and i swear i
don't know any
demiros and it has
been years since i
read a book...

mmm... i am
actually starting
to believe you are
telling the truth.

as far as "we" are
concerned we are the

accolade.

the accolade ?
where did I hear
that before...

uuunghhh
uuunghhh

the falling felt stronger
all of a sudden and it was
then that it happened.
I remembered.

the book.

i remembered someone told
me about a book that
could link to a new life.
a mental link.

and i remembered a warning
written in the pages of the book
in an appendix that was added
many years after the tome was
originally created.

the accolade.

***translated
translated
translated

and as suddenly as it came
to me, the enhanced
falling sensation was gone
leaving me with a delicate
situation to deal with.

do you want to share
with us what you just
remembered noone ?
we know you had
contact with demiros
during your last
experience...

...the accolade always was
and always will be and if
not from you we will gather
the info we seek from
another candidate. for the
last time before we send
deficit to oblivion...

... where is
the book ?

* all began at the time after
my incident as a child,
probably many years ago.
for decades i then brought
with me the memories of those
days and of any other day
after that, as a matter of
fact.
I remember i left the village
behind. it wasn't much but
there were many other
children of my age and not a
day passed by that we did not
have our share of innocent
fun.

***translated
translated
translated

running through the fields
and through the woods, like
nothing was a matter, like we
did not care for anything.
then the suggestion to bring
it to the boundaries of our
neighborhood, to the bridge.
then fun became discomfort
when i was forced to dance
on the edge, trying to avoid
pebbles, sticks and whatnot
the others were trying to hit
me with.
eventually, the inevitable.

splash

i distinctly still remember
gasping for air as soon as i
touched the cold waters of
the river under the bridge.
the faces of my friends fading
away as i went down, deep and
deeper.
the coarse clothing i wore,
the poor child i was, did not
help in my attempts to
resurface.
the currents were strong.
the water was cold.
eventually the final embrace
caressed me and i let it go.

glo
glo
glo
glo
glup

I remember slowly dying, the
current bringing my almost
lifeless body across fields of
emptiness and total darkness.
i remember falling deep.
then in a desperate last shiver
i tried to reach for the
surface and it was then i
knew it was too late and it
was then it all started.

woooooosh

varooooom

then.

silence.
cold.
dark.
falling.

am i
alone
in here
?

i did not
know what i
was, where i
was or when
that was but
unmistakebly...
i was.

the next thing i remember is
being back to the place where
nothing was and everything
will be.
and again.
and again.
it was in later times i started
to reminisce about what i call
'my experiences'.
and i always remembered that
last moment, that last stroke
before i died many times , that
instant that brings me back
here where i was again
allowed to return.

wooosshhh
wooosshhh

it took me time but i am now
sure that i tapped into a link
between life and death, a
portal that opens only in
that last breath and it is
bypassed by many who do not
have faith in the power of the
mind.
the mind. where all this is, the
mind that makes the link
possible. the mind that allows
you to come back.
if there is a thing such as the
soul, that is where it resides.

that time of revelation was
around the days i spent in
contemplation and study in
the abbey at novacella. it was
then i decided to write of my
experiences and my discovery
so that other humans could
avail of this hidden power and
blessing. with the help of my
father superior i sacrificed
everything to become one
with the place where we
return from so that i could
drive even more minds to the
dark, and prosper.

and so it is that a path exists
that mankind does not see,
but it probably has been there
from the beginning.
and i am the shepard that will
open the door permanently
to anyone capable of tapping
into the link and portal
shadowed by years of
ignorance and refusal to
believe in more and better for
ourselves and those around
us.

my final discovery before i left
novacella was interaction
with the dark.
i so learnt in time to perfect
my findings into what now is a
sharp skill.
the power to make things
appear and the power to
control the forces behind this
place, deeply sealed in the
minds of us all.

the power to create a
place where hosts of the
dark may come to know
what this is and where
this is leading to.
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the mental affinity to
determine the potential of
new hosts and how they
can best fit in their future
incarnation.
a great power.

the gift of purifying those
who return and give mankind
a better chance at what we
all call a life.
a blessed well, which waters
open new possibilities.

the power to purge the dark
from those who are not good
for this nor the other world.
it was a sad step to make but it
goes in parallel with mother
nature and her own way to
cleanse future generations
from the weak.

but as all things, the ultimate
power is still not in my grasp.
the faculty of returning in an
ageless shape that can
interact with both worlds at
will. I will discuss this matter
in later pages.

most importantly.
all this power needs control.
this book can offer a lot but
between the possibilities are
unimaginable troubles.

little did demiros know
the father superior was
already on his tracks and
had already tried to spoil
the fun for everybody else.

frrrrruuuusssh
frrrrruuuusssh

and i could remember more
and more, mostly about
demiros' experiences
through time and the
interaction he had with...

this place.

the dark.

we take it all for granted. all of
it.
some do actually believe we will
come back in a form or another.
they are right...

almost.

something I remembered
about the book ... the
mental link is not ready
and open for many of us on
earth. an elitist portal.

the affinity is available to
individuals with a specific
mind frame and attitude.
demiros wrote that nature
imitates nature...

but it was his will to be
one with this place so that
more could be awakened
and more could avail of
this loop. eternity.

that is more nature
fighting nature, says I.

and that is why the
accolade wants to find
the book. it would give
them control of this place
and of who can access it.
or indeed,
leave it.

deficit.

enough !

uh ? don't even
know you but i
have the feeling

you

are really
running the
show here, not
veritas...

indeed you are
correct noone. i am
the leader of the
accolade, always
was, always will be
and i will get hold
of that book !

the father
superior I
believe ?
demiros
trusted you ...

so you know, so it is
true ... you met him
during your experience
and you read the book ...
and inevitably you also
know its location so
for the last time, where
is it ?

where

?

hold on, it's true ... i
know. i know where
this darn book is and
i will tell you but not
before you send
deficit to his next
experience ... quid pro
quo, but working to
my advantage ?

you must think i
am an idiot !
same as brother
demiros, the
fool ...

well, nothing personal, but yes, i think
you are an idiot. we all had an
opportunity to aspire to immortality,
to prosper as a massive and ever
growing community of minds alike for a
better and safer tomorrow. demiros
says it clearly in his book ... for
everybody. and you meaningless dumb
decide that has to be yours. just yours.
typical isn't it ?
one to ruin it for them all.
congratulations father superior.

so no more games, no
more stalling, no more
bad guy's last speech
before the good guy
kicks his ass ... you let
deficit go and you get
the information you
seek. right now or I am
gone and you know
better than me that I
have the power to do
that !

that's
enough,
nobody dares
speak to the
father
superior in
that tone, I ...

you what you
useless twit. you
bring us back to a
situation like this
? i knew i should
have looked after
this matter
directly...

but ...
father
superior...

shut up veritas and
do as you are told
... initiate a
procedure for
deficit to be pinged
... and do it now
before i terminate
you instead of him ...

and you, noone, you
better have information i
like or it will be my
pleasure to bring you
personally to the edge of
the abyss and let you go
forever. no bad guy's
last speech, it's a
promise !

i hear you loud and
clear. no games
father, i just want
my friend safe and
after that the
location will be
yours and do as
you please...

although i still
believe you are a
selfish prick but
that is just my
opinion...

yes, another crusader
for the good cause,
another fool who does
not understand that if
this place was made
elitarian there is a very
good reason for it.
it must be so.

demiros was a
disillusioned fool. this
place is a natural
cleanser of the human
disease. a powerful
filter which purpose is
to bring harmony to our
species...

harmony which was
disrupted by demiros'
actions... the result ?
more wars on the planet,
more suffering on earth,
more death and misery. we
can guarantee a better
future, a better planet.

and i bet a better future
for the likes of you and
your accolade. who are
you to decide what is
best for mankind and
the planet ? you are no
god you know ?

and what if instead I
was... god. can't you see
it noone ? can't you see
that this was my destiny
all along ? my fate to
meet demiros and been
helped to free my mind
and to see that god never
was but was meant to be ?

delusional. you were eaten by envy
when you met demiros and you were
and still are driven by your selfish
self. the cleansing is just an
excuse to mask your intents from
the very start. what is it exactly
you crave so much on the planet ?
fortunes ? power ? uhm, looks ?
demiros had a plan for us all, the
chance to cleanse yes but then
return to a better life for
ourselves and for those around.

you spoke to him during your last
experience, didn't you ? how is my
pupil doing ? it has been ages
since i listened to his mental
ideas on how the link could be
opened to all and on how
interacting with the dark you
could create a natural way to
achieve immortality.

but why give
such a
powerful
tool to the
likes of
your friend
for example
...

have to give it to demiros
tho, the work he has done
here always impressed me
and THAT is what I crave
you fool. it's not the
power on the planet I
seek, it's the ultimate
power in here.
i need to be whole with it.

eh-ehm
eh-ehm

veritas !
is it done ?

uhm...
unfortunately
we have been
unable to
locate
deficit,
father
superior.

hehe, bye bye
bargaining
chip then...

not so fast
noone... and you
veritas, what a
huge
disappointment
you have been...

varooooooom
varooooooom

... and now
you'll pay the
ultimate
price...

vaaroooooom
suddenly the black turned into
pure light. the noise ever
ascending. the screams ever
chilling. the abyss, where there is
no return.

aaaaaaaaarrrrrggghhhhhhhh
aaaaaaaaarrrrrggghhhhhhhh
you'll rot
in the abyss
!

vaarooooo

aaaaaaaaarrrrrggg
the noise escalating to
inhuman levels. the screams
sounding more and more
inhuman. this is inhuman.
and i feel i am next ...

and as the noise reduces
and as the portal closes
the screams remain but
now far and further more...

vaaroooooom
aaaaaaarrrrrggghhhhhhhh
aaaaaaaarrrrrggghhhhhhhh
... and further
more untill ...

aaaaaaaaarrrrrggghhhhhhhh
aaaaaaaaarrrrrggghhhhhhhh
aaaaaaaaarrrrrggghhhhhhhh
vaaroooooom
vaaroooooom
vaaroooooom

thwip
thwip
thwip

it's dark again.
but not for long. my turn.

last chance
noone.
tell me what i
crave or i'll
send you to the
land of no
return !

vaaroooooom
vaaroooooom
vaaroooooom
i was powerless. i could do
more about everything if i
remained in the dark at
least until my next
experience. And...

i had to find deficit. probably his
factors had changed and he was
sent off, finally, to his new life
before veritas could find him.
good old deficit, my friend. So I
caved in. i was powerless.

the book
you seek is
hidden
here, in the

dark.

thwip
thwip
thwip
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We
Weleft
lefton
onaaglorious
gloriousdaAaaay
daAaaay

the
thewinds
windsfrom
frombehind
behind
on
onthat
thatlast
lastweek
weekof
ofMaaaay
Maaaay

We sailing the ocean
the winds from behind
for home, country and man
I'll see you in June
oh my little woman
I'll catch you a boon
oh my little lady
from the Island of Old Jim
From the Island of Old Jim
From the Island of Old Jim

The time now has come
the winds from behind
to set our boots to shore
We sailed the ocean
the winds from behind
for glory, loot and man
I'll see you in July
oh my little woman
I'll catch you a jewel
oh my little lady
from the Island of Old Jim

From the Island of Old Jim
From the Island of Old Jim
Ashore we will land
the winds from behind
to make our final stand
We now left the ocean
the winds from behind
from treasure, gold and man
I'll see you in August
oh my little...

Craaacktharaaa

aacktharaaakkk

Captain
Demiros, we are
taking water,
what should we
do Captain ?

CAPTAIN
? ? ?

And then, shattered like the
sailors' dreams, our vessel
was eventually taken by
the tempest.
Swinging like a feather in
the strong winds, from the
left to the right, up and
down ...

craackktra
at times it felt
upside down.

KACRAACKK

We hit the rocks of the
island and the vessel was no
more.
The flotsam and jetsam saved
a mere part of the crew and
it was then, just before we
hit the safe sands, that I had
to go.

I drifted in the turbulent
waters, like it happened
before, let it go and just
after the embrace of
death seduces you, react.

wooooooosshh

wooooooosshhhhh

the dark.
again.

next event
departure
the accolade.
the book.

the location of the
book is in peril. the
secret I kept hidden in
this dark universe is
about to fall in those
very hands I saved it
from many times before.
and today must

next even
departure
the name of the door just
spoke to me one day, maybe
out of boredom but i
thought it was witty and
full of meaning at the same
time. maybe we make the
legends told, maybe there
was no pandora once.

tweeeeeeiiingg
but it certainly
exists now aND it
will be unleashed
soon...

weeeeeeiiingg
pandora.
the secret to the dark.
where i did hide the
book from the accolade
probably far too long.
who am i to decide who
can and who can't ?

i am just a
vehicle to a
higher will.
i am immortal.
i am demiros.

DEMIROS...
demiros...

... noone ...
he is here but
not alone..

berlin,
april 1939

hail
hail
hail
hail
hail
hail

so they marched
and kept marching
driven by lust
driven by madness

they marched in the
name of a nation and
in the name of a single
evil mind...

hail
hail
hail
hail
hail
hail

and they kept coming
and that was enough.
on his birthday, on this
celebration of grim...

AND today he dies.
no more madness.
no more evil.

hail
hail
hail
hail
hail
hail

his car should arrive soon
enough, i have great
hardware, a great
advantage point ... hell the
gestapo was in this ...

a walk in
the park...

the roads filled with
chants to his name, the
sweat caused by the
humidity outside in this
that was meant to be...

hail
hail
hail
hail
hail
hail

a celebration.

the celebrations have
started, the cheers, the
humidity, he should be close
enough, only a few minutes
and the world...

hail
hail
hail
hail
hail
hail

will be a
better place.

crrtcrr
crrtcrr
crrft... mason
eagle has come
in position...
aknowledge...
...........crrft

ta-tlak
ta-tlak

crrtcrr
crrtcrr
crfftt... mason
aknowledged
i am go.
........cfftrr

right on queue, you must
love their punctuality.
now to wait until he
shows up in his throne over
the parade site, and click.

vroooooom
vroooooom

crrtcrr
crrtcrr
... mason ...
i confirm
visual on eagle.
i am go at
parade site...
out...

crrtcrr
crrtcrr

crrtcrr
crrtcrr ... mason ...
target is on
the deck, I am
engage
... out

crrtcrr
crrtcrr

Gniiiiiic
Gniiiiiic
wadda
...???

slam
slam
achtung
achtung

verboten
verboten

come and get it
you gestapo
scum ... who
gave me away uh
? ? ?

rattattattataa
rattattattataa

ziiip
ziiip
ziiip
ziiip

BANG
BANG

he got me straight through
the head.
i almost missed the right
time to reacT, this was a
close one ... waste of time.

so as always rumbling
sounds, you become as light
as a feather, you travel to
the dark and wait for your
next call ... well not me.

wooooooossh
i knew better now, i was
faster, more accurate and
on a roll of little changes
that will make it all
better. for everyone.

oooosshhhhh
I'm back.
a new purpose a new will.
I am the vigilante of the
ethereal. I am noone.

that light.
I never saw it before.
so bright and right behind
the cradle. this place
doesn't finish to amaze me.

story of my life ... a door.
The more I learn about this
place the more it keeps
throwing at me. i was
tempted to open the door...

gniiiiiik
gniiiiiik

but the sudden noise made
me realize i wasn't alone in
there. could it be deficit ?
or the father superior or
demiros himself ... or who ?

deficit...
deficit ?
is that you ?

if it's not my
favorite essence !
NOONE, long time
no interact, where
have you been ?

somehow I did not think he
really wanted to know.
rethoric is fun.

is not of me really
to return to
endure pain and
humiliation...

god only knows...
and that is the whole point
... does he ? does he care ? and
so the answer shall come
from only one source ... him.

Nazareth.
anno dominE.

father, bless me for I have sinned.
i offer this to you, your humble
mannequin.
forgive me if i am cutting to the point
but you have abandoned me...

condemned to the
cross, humiliated.
and you want me
to keep going ?

cursed by this gift, to communicate
with you and being a hub for better
ways and for progress in the right
direction. forgive me father I did not
mean what I said. I will hold on.

even at my worst.
even when hell
opens those
tempting doors, i
will keep going...

i will hold on and i
will see you at the
steP of heaven as you
so kindly mandated.
me. your son on earth.

and forgive all of
them because they do
not know what they
are doing, to me and
to you.

all those thoughts.
all those prayers and
intents.
but no answer.
no god. no hope.

I so had my answer.
Jesus was a man possessed by a faith
that made him blind and believe he was
the messiah.
no answer, no god.

so much for all
those years in the
abbey spent to
serve no one.

but his faith.
that was undeniable. on the
border to madness but real,
human. faith in a god that
does not answer you.

eli
eli eli
eli lamma...
lamma...
his last thought went to his
mother and to all in a
cynical order like as if the
one was greater than the
many. And so he went.

and so I go, slowly, painfully.
deluded and used, but no time
for that anymore, It is what it is.
react and come back father.

woooooooooossshh
woooooooooossshh

ooosshhh
ooosshhh
come back to the place that
means you the most. come back to
a million possibilities and source
of ultimate power. dark, i am back.

ultimate power that
will be mine when i find
the book. i have a good
feeling about this.

sometimes it's all it
takes. a good feeling.

like an explosion of light, further
to the cradle, a very interesting
phenomenon, one that i have been
waiting for a long time.

in these years i learnt of the legend of
pandora but that is what i thought it
was, a mere rumour. and if my old eyes
don't fail me, there it is in the light...

pandora.
it's real.
the book must be
behind that door.

those voices.
it's noone with that other
scoundrel, deficit.
the fools opened me the way.

this should also be
interesting.
gotta have faith.

eli
eli eli
eli lamma
lamma ...
... sabactani
sabactani

eli
eli eli...
eli... lamma
lamma

thu-thump
thu-thump
eli
eli ...
... lamma
lamma ...
... sab...
sab...
thu-thum
thu-thum
cough
cough
thum
thum

thup
thup

beeeeeeeeeep
beeeeeeeeeep

tossed in a world i didn't
understand. moved from year to
year in a loop of infinite come
backs. it took me ages to master
the few tricks that i know and
still this place throws this at me.

can it be that all that
we know of and more is
concealed behind this
door ? and why a door ?

so here i arrive at what it
can be the end of
everything or the
beginning of nothing.
either way i feel cheated.

tricked by affinities,
conceptualizations and
computations of factors,
the illusion that you can
control this nothing...

this dark. and when you
think you have found a
purpose in life and death
and returns, the dark
beast pops a door...

... a door to what ?
more of this ? the end ?

deficit !
the only thing to
keep me sane.

so here we all are. my best
friend and the vessel for
the future of this place, my
legacy.
a crazy father superior who
believes this is about power
and god like status and me.
poor tired me, who has been
through so much, sacrificed
everything to allow all
others to avail of all this.
a way to be immortal.

i concealed the book behind
pandora to keep it away
from the accolade and its
crazed leader but i often
wondered if i should be the
one to decide who can and
who can't. too many times
that very thought has
tormented me and brought
me as well to the brink of
madness. but right now, no
more. I guided them here.
this ends now and here.

a short few moments and i
will be revealed and so will
be my last secret. typical of
men to desire what they
don't have and ignore what
they do have.
all these possibilities to
save a planet that is dying,
faith will save us in the
shape of angels who return
to undo what cannot be
undone otherwise.
not servants, angels.

but what is important, here
and now, at the centre of
the universe as we barely
understand it, the book is
the key to the future.
forget about the rest,
that is what we already
have, who cares, uh ?

enough, time to finish
what i started.

NOONE ?
are you
still here ?

i could hear them talking, i shall hide
in the dark and startle them at my
convenience. maybe they know
something i don't and a little eve
dropping never hurt anyone, right ?

i cannot believe it.
Pandora is real.
pandora is here.

and the book must be concealed
behind that golden gate.
all i wanted for so long here,
just a few inches away but i need
to make sure i will be the one.

the only one.
a god that does
not answer.

i ask myself how these two
managed to find pandora.
rookies luck ? the accolade in
years of work and research
has never been able to find
even a clue, and these two...

the accolade, my most evil creation, a
horde of anonymous entities that
scour the ages for a sole purpose.
it is true that if you want something
done properly, you must do it yourself.

nothing much these two are
talking about, i guess it's time to
clear up the area and get rid of the
evidence. and grab the book.
i like easy plans.

demiros himself cannot
save you now, you two
puppets. once you
disappear in the abyss I
shall possess the book
and all will be revealed
to me. a only god who
does not answer !

gasp !
wadda...
oooh, look who
decided to join the
party, welcome
father superior,
welcome to pandora
and to what it
conceals. are you
ready for this final
showdown ?
pandora
? ? ?

i have been ready for too
long to go amiss now.
but first I need to get
rid of the clutter before
demiros realizes his
secret is in danger !
you shall follow the
lost souls in the final
abyss...

varoooooooomm
varoooooooom

oh not this
portal again.
deficit we need
to stay away
from this, it
leads to...

a place of no
return ? yes i
had to create a
portal to the
ultimate end for
those who
couldn't keep the
pace this place
requires...

you have created nothing you
insignificant nut job.
demiros has created all this
and his knowledge is behind
that door.
now please disappear in the
vortex and let me be.

father superior you
are blind and cannot
see over your
obsession about the
book and what it
leads to. but i have
decided that you can
indeed have it and so
be it. no more games.

what are you
talking
about
deficit...

vaaarrooooommmm
vaaarrooooommm

it's not
possible.

so you really
are ... him ?

the one and only i'm
afraid. you have to
excuse my sharade, the
deficit gig i mean, but i
couldn't reveal myself
to you or others to
protect this place from
the like of the father
superior and its
accolade. i admit tho i
had a lot of fun...

so what you
are waiting
for demiros ...

it's too late,
the vortex will
engulf you both
and i will have
my greatest win !

varooooooom
varooooooom

vaaroooooom
twiiiip
twiiiip
twiiiip

phew !

i am disappointed in
both of you. did you
really think that was
going to be a problem
for me ? noone you
should have known
better... and you, father.
as i promised you no
more games, no more
waiting, no more... this
door leads ...

dam you
demiros
...to your
beloved book.
all you need to
do is to open
the door...

and so
be it...

and so
be it...

so be it and the
hell with you and
your games, it
has been too
long...
i will be
one god !

clink
clink
clink
clank
clank
clank

skreeee

eeeeeeeekkk

the light.
the end of everything.

